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 The topic of my thesis is located at the intersection of sixteenth-century English history and 

drama. The century is notorious for its religious persecution of Protestants by the Catholic Mary and of 

Catholics by her sister Elizabeth, about which much was written by their contemporaries. There is 

relentless competition among writers who use the same terms to authenticate the martyrdoms of those of 

their own religious persuasion and to expose as pseudo-martyrs those whom their side persecuted. This 

martyrological discourse finds its way into the dialogue and sometimes the action of drama both when 

dramatists are putting historical martyrs on stage and when they are presenting figures and action far 

removed from their own century. My purpose is to explore how dramatic appropriations of the 

conventions of competing martyrologies function to reproduce a contested site of interpretative meaning 

in both characters and larger dramatic and narrative structures. 

 Overall, this project will rely on two related methodologies. The first is an historical approach, 

which will involve an investigation of contemporary writings on martyrdom by both Protestant and 

Catholic authors to identify the distinctive terms of cross-confessional martyrological debate. The 

second is a formalistic approach, which will entail reading dramatic works with an eye to their 

appropriations of martyrological conventions, both literally and figuratively. While this project will not 

be heavily invested in theory, it will pay due attention to possible indeterminacy of interpretation.   

 There has been a growing interest among literary scholars in recent years in considering the 

impact of the culture of martyrdom on Early Modern drama. Overall, most studies have limited their 

focus to investigating how dramatic representations and discourses of martyrdom might uncover the 

religious beliefs of particular authors and larger narrative meanings. This argumentative approach has 

been adopted by Nicholas R. Moschovakis, Robert S. Miola, Thomas P. Anderson, Richard Wilson and 

Marsha S. Robinson. Surprisingly, given the recent publication of a number of historical monographs on 

the destabilizing hermeneutic effect of competing martyrologies during the period, there has been little 

discussion among critics of the interpretative problems associated with dramatic instances of 

martyrological discourse. In fact, Susannah Monta’s 2005 book Martyrdom and Literature in Early 

Modern England is the only work to reconsider drama in terms of contemporary martyrological debates. 

While it makes significant headway, it discusses only three plays and a limited number of martyrological 

conventions.  

 My dissertation attempts to build upon Monta’s seminal study by examining other elements of 

cross-confessional martyrological discourse that appear in a wider range of relevant dramatic works. 

Overall, my thesis is divided into four chapters. Chapter one, which is already in progress, begins by 

examining cross-confessional debates about martyred women. Drawing upon Megan Hickerson’s recent 

monograph Making Women Martyrs in Tudor England, as well as contemporary martyrologies by John 

Foxe, Nicholas Harpsfield, and Thomas Harding, I trace three crucial issues that precipitated debate 

between Protestants and Catholics with respect to female martyrs: the appropriation of male roles, 

propriety of speech, and low class social standing. My central concern here is to demonstrate that these 

three issues were highly contested sites of martryological signification during the sixteenth century, and 

that while Catholic and Protestant writers appeared to adopt a clear side in this debate, there were times 

when both oscillated when circumstances altered. After laying this groundwork, I then turn to two plays 

that dramatize martyred women, Henry VI, Part I, which features the Catholic martyr Joan of Arch, and 



John Webster’s and Thomas Dekker’s Sir Thomas Wyatt, which treats the Protestant martyr Lady Jane 

Grey. Discussing these two texts together, I argue that the plays’ unavoidable evocation of cross-

confessional disputes raises anxious questions about the possibility of dramatizing, or discerning, the 

interior identity of martyred women.  

  My second chapter focuses on the negative social effects of martyrdom that figure prominently 

in cross-confessional martyrological debates about martyred parents—something which has not been 

touched upon by either historians or literary critics. More specifically, I examine how the suffering that 

families endured as a result of the incarceration and execution of parents is interpreted by Catholic and 

Protestant martyrologists as a sign of either a martyrs’ familial irresponsibility or of their laudable 

detachment from worldly affairs. This topic is then applied to two plays that address martyrdom within a 

distinct familial setting: Titus Andronicus and The Book of Sir Thomas More. Here, I submit that the 

attention that both plays give to suffering families reproduces contemporary confusions over martyr 

figures as either negligent parents or faithful religious subjects. Critics, such as Robert Miola and 

Nicholas Moschovakis, have focused merely on individual characters in these plays; my argument, thus, 

offers an alternative approach not only by reading both texts cross-confessionally, but also by seeing 

them as addressing social, rather than individual, concerns related to martyrdom. 

 My third chapter explores the convention of providence in martyrologies by John Foxe, Miles 

Huggarde, and John Christopherson, and interrogates the stability, or efficacy, of this convention in light 

of competing martyrological readings of “providential” occurrences. Drawing also upon Alexandra 

Walsham’s monograph Providence in Early Modern England, and Thomas Freeman’s article Fate, 

Faction and Fiction in Foxe’s Book of Martyrs, I show how Protestant and Catholic martyrologists 

seemingly undermine the readability of providence by continually challenging its purported 

transparency in the lives and deaths of individual martyrs. I then turn to four late sixteenth-century 

history plays that foreground divergent providential readings of executed monarchs, all of whom are 

endowed with features of the martyr: Shakespeare’s Richard II, Julius Caesar, Henry VI, Part III and 

Christopher Marlow’s Edward II. In analyzing these texts together, I consider how discourses of 

martyrdom and providence help to position each monarch within the highly contested space of cross-

confessional martyrological polemic.   

 My final chapter concentrates on the cross-confessional disputes over the Protestant martyr, Sir 

John Oldcastle. Examining martyrologies by John Bale, John Foxe, Robert Parsons and Thomas 

Harding, I focus on competing confessional interpretations of Oldcastle as both rebel and martyr, and 

examine the hermeneutic effects of this controversy in three plays that attempt to offer interpretative 

closure to his seemingly indeterminate life and death: Shakespeare’s Henry IV, Parts I and II, and the 

collaborative play Sir John Oldcastle, Part I. Here, I contend that by evoking martyrological debates 

about Oldcastle’s purported rebellion, and straying far from historical content, these plays ultimately 

render Oldcastle unknowable at the very same time that they attempt to disclose his true identity. 

 The English department at the university of Western Ontario is the ideal location to conduct this 

study. All my necessary research material is available at campus libraries, and my two supervisors, Dr. 

Paul Werstine and Dr. M.J. Kidnie, are world-renown scholars in early modern drama, and have 

supervised dissertations on martyrdom in the recent past. In addition, Dr. Margaret McGlynn, an early 

modern historian in the department of History at Western, provides important guidance on key issues 

relating to early modern religious culture.  


